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BEHIND SRBASE - A SHORT GUIDE

Work reservation and preparation
http://www.mersenneforum.org/forumdisplay.php?f=81
The link is used for any base reservation. This avoid any duplicate work from other users.
Some more infos:
http://www.noprimeleftbehind.net/crus/Riesel-conjecture-reserves.htm
http://www.noprimeleftbehind.net/crus/Sierp-conjecture-reserves.htm
All bases over 1M tests (lower ranges) will be split into pieces. Normally there are 2-3
batches, 25-50k, 50-60k, 60-100k. Most of the work is done in Excel.

Work creation
A sievefile for example with 500k tests will be split into 500k WUs by a splitting script.
Here is a snippet of a sievefile. The first line is the header file used for the llr app:
100000000000:P:1:955:257
2014 50000
6292 50000
15406 50000
17910 50000
24376 50000
34942 50000
47458 50000

splitting script (split a sievefile line by line)

make_work script (work creation for BOINC)

input template (is used for a batch of WUs)

output_template (define lresults.txt as output file)

Checking results
There are some app issues with the output of the stderr.txt. On Mac and Linux there is no output in this
file. Thats why the result files are very important. Any interruption of network or a VM/Server crash
making these files useless (no output). Before these files are written the database entry is the first part.
There is a difference in these 2 files:
The first one is prime, the second not. All files over 110 byte need to be checked carefully.

Some output folders created by the assimilator (app by app):

merge.php (merging all results from a folder to lresults.txt)

Removing primes from a sievefile with the srfile app:

Calculation of runtime
sample:
Starting N+1 prime test of 828*1017^222660-1
Using FFT length 320K, Pass1=320, Pass2=1K, a = 3
828*1017^222660-1, bit: 50000 / 2224407 [2.24%]. Time per bit: 13.409 ms.
828*1017^222660-1, bit: 100000 / 2224407 [4.49%]. Time per bit: 12.986 ms.
formula:
Timesteps * time per bit / 1000 /60s =estimated runtime (the 2nd entry is important)

